Introduction
In their seminal paper Evans and Lyons (2002) on the microstructural aspect of the exchange rate markets claim that the trading volume of an exchange rate can describe a large part of its short-term volatility. More specifically, they state that trading volumes can capture the data generating process of the time series and thus it can be used successfully in forecasting its future value. Thus unlike econometric projections, order flows "reveal the true belief of a trader to back up his beliefs with real money". In other words, they redefine the exchange rate determination problem as a market expectations issue based on the willingness of market participants to finance their beliefs.
As order flows carry valuable information about the short-term price determination mechanism of the exchange rates, there is a number of studies that build on the microstructural aspect of the foreign exchange market. Danielsson et al. (2012) provide evidence in favor of the forecasting superiority of order flow models as compared to a Random Walk (RW) for the highly traded EUR/USD, EUR/GBP and USD/ JPY. Rime et al. (2010) bridge micro and macro approaches in exchange rate economics by developing order flow models conditioned on macroeconomic expectations. The empirical results report the superiority of investing on exchange rate portfolios based on trading volumes in comparison to alternative investment approaches reported in the literature. King et al. (2010) conclude that the addition of order flow dynamics into a macroeconomic model improves its forecasting ability. Gehrig and Menkhoff (2004) argue that flow analysis affects traders' decisions in shaping their expectations, since order flows embody private information. In a recent survey paper on the microstructural aspect of the market, King et al. (2013) state that aggregate order flows (short vs long positions) reflect the total public and private information provided to a trader and often function as a self-fulfilling prophecy, shaping market expectations. Overall, the existing literature on the microstructural view of the market relies so far on order flows analysis.
In this paper we tackle the exchange rate directional forecasting problem from an alternative perspective: instead of relying on order flows, we focus on investors' sentiment as a possible predictor of the future evolution of exchange rates. The investors' sentiment is extracted from the publicly available investors' expectations as they are reported on message boards (also known as microblogging) that relate to the foreign exchange market. Public message boards provide the ability to small traders to express their opinions and share information. Stock message boards are common to the stock trading community, since dedicated sites such as Yahoo finance, Google finance or StockTwits provide space for exchanging information and publish weekly trends and projections over specific stocks. In order to create such projections, each board participant is asked to express her expectation for the specific theme thread by selecting among predefined choices; "Bullish", "Bearish" or "Neutral". The aggregated sentiment over all weekly posts provides an estimation over the market sentiment for the specific stock.
Empirical evidence presented in the literature supports the hypothesis that stock message board activity is correlated positively with stock trade volatility (Das and Chen, 2007) . Wex et al. (2013) train a GARCH(1,1) model with 45 million Reuters posts to forecast oil price direction. Their model outperforms a simple Autoregressive model, while Ruiz et al. (2012) and Sprenger and Welpe (2010) detect a positive correlation between Twitter posts and stock trading volumes. Bollen et al. (2011) examine ten million Tweets and based on the extracted sentiment forecast market movements more accurately than a RW model up to six days ahead. Zhang et al. (2012) also report the ability to forecast the overall Dow Jones Industrial Index, the NASDAQ and the S&P 500 index based on Twitter posts more accurately compared to a RW model. According to Aite Group, as of 2010 35% of all investment firms exploit sentiment analysis information in their models (Bowley, 2010) . Nevertheless, there is also a number of studies that argue against the value of sentiment based indices (Rechenthin et al., 2013; Oliveira et al., 2013) .
Despite the extensive number of papers on sentiments and stock markets, there is a very limited number of studies examining the ability of microblogging sentiment to forecast exchange rates. To the very best of our knowledge the existing literature on the field is limited to only two papers. Papaioannou et al. (2013) Tabak and Lima (2009) and Crowder (1994) ).
In this paper, we forecast the future direction of the daily closing rate for the four most important (in terms of market volume) nominal exchange rates. These are: USD/EUR, USD/JPY, USD/GBP and AUD/USD. We use daily data for the year 2013 and evaluate as possible regressors: a) the extracted market sentiment from StockTwits, b) the total daily volume of relevant StockTwits posts and c) past values of the exchange rate. We employ the information provided by StockTwits as it is a message board dedicated explicitly to financial markets, in contrast to other message boards such as Twitter.
Message boards of broader interest are due to embody posts often irrelevant to market sentiment, increasing the overall spam included in the input dataset. We fit various econometric and machine learning models to each exchange rate and compare their forecasting ability to a RW model used as the benchmark in order to test for the EMH of the exchange rate market.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: data and methodology is discussed in section 2 and the empirical results are reported in section 3. Finally section 4 concludes.
Data and methodology

Methodology overview
In this paper we consider various econometric and machine learning methodologies for daily directional forecasting of four highly traded exchange rates, employing traders' sentiment as a possible predictor. In particular, from econometrics we use the Logistic The Naïve Bayes classifier is also a probabilistic classifying methodology, which belongs to the broader category of supervised machine learning techniques. The term naïve corresponds to the assumption that the conditional probability of each regressor (variable) is independent of the conditional probabilities of the others. After extracting the mean and variance for each regressor on a known data sample, the model can classify new (unknown up to that point) instances based on the Bayes theorem, resulting to posterior class membership probabilities.
The third methodology that we evaluate in our study is the k-nearest neighbor (Knn)
algorithm. The basic idea behind Knn is to classify every instance to the class of the majority of its k closest neighbors in the feature space. An example of Knn classification for two classes is depicted in Figure 1 . Decision trees map variables and produces decisions regarding the class membership for each instance. In a forward selection scheme, a randomly selected variable is split into two nodes according to its binary potential outcome (classes). Then each node is re-evaluated for further splitting according to the next variable and the process is continued, until no further splitting increases the accuracy of the model or the number of variables is exhausted. We develop decision trees models boosted with the popular Adaboost (Freund and Shaphire, 1996) and Logitboost (Friedman et al., 2000) algorithms. The term boosting refers to an iterative training procedure, where on a group of weak learners (decision trees) we combine their decisions by assigning a different weight to each one; high weights to misclassified instances and low ones to the ones classified correctly. The procedure is repeated until no further improvement in the forecasting accuracy of the whole training dataset is achieved. Logitboost algorithm gives a statistical aspect in the Adaboost algorithm, as it applies a logit function in updating the weights imposed on classifiers.
Support Vector Machines is a binary supervised machine learning classifier. Proposed by Cortes and Vapnik (1995) 
The Data
We compile data for four nominal daily exchange rates: USD/EUR, USD/JPY, The message board includes more than 200,000 users (Oliveira et al., 2013 ) and the main advantage over other social message boards such as Twitter is its explicit financial character. This could attribute to less spam or irrelevant messages to our dataset.
On the contrary to earlier approaches that facilitate text examination and sentiment extraction from each post, we confine our interest only on explicitly user selected sentiments through the aforementioned options of the message blog, as presented in Trading days are divided into two classes according to the appreciation or the depreciation of the exchange rate. Class ratios on the total number of trading days are depicted in Table 1 . A common issue in model selection during classification simulations is the criterion to be applied when the difference between class ratios is significant (e.g. 80/20). In cases where one class is significantly larger than the other, classification accuracy can be misleading and we need to apply different loss measures such as the F-score or the Area
Under the Curve (AUC) criterion for model selection. In our dataset the ratio between the two classes is almost the same (as reported in Table 1 ), thus we can infer upon the forecasting ability of each methodology by a simple examination of the forecasting accuracy for each class.
In Table 2 we report the descriptive statistics for the dataset. Apart from the exchange rate we report statistics on: a) the total number of posts for each exchange rate on StockTwits, b) messages in favor of an upward expectation ("Bullish") and c) posts stating an expectation for a decline ("Bearish"). As we observe the USD/EUR is the most active thread with 123 posts every day with the least popular being the USD/GBP exchange rate with 24 posts per day. As expected, the volume of the posts follows the daily trading volume of each exchange rate. According to the reported p-values of the Jarque-Bera test (Jarque and Bera, 1980 ) the null hypothesis of normality is rejected for all four exchange rates. It is interesting to note that from the total number of sentiment posts only about one third of them explicitly express an expectation. 
Empirical Results
Models' Specification
A straight-forward heuristic approach to measure the accuracy of traders' sentiment in forecasting the future direction of the exchange rate would be to examine whether the majority of traders' expectations as reflected in traders' posts match the actual movement of the exchange rate. We code this approach as Posts Majority (PM). In contrast, the RW model (used as the benchmark) assumes that the present value of the exchange rate includes all the information (both private and publicly available) for the time series and thus the best predictor of the future value of the exchange rate is its present value.
A crucial step of the methodologies discussed in the methodology overview section is parameter configuration for each model during training. In this paper we examine SVM models with the linear, the RBF and the sigmoid kernel. In order to select the kernel function, determine the kernel parameters and the tolerance parameter of the SVM model with the higher forecasting performance, we apply a 5-fold cross validation training scheme. We also apply a similar approach for calibrating the number of k neighbors for the knn classification and the learning rate for the Adaboost and Logitboost algorithms. Typically when training a Logistic Regression model we should impose a threshold that separates the two classes, with 0.5 as the most common applied threshold value in literature. In this paper we consider various thresholds during the insample forecasting step in order to achieve the best possible classification of the dataset.
Finally, we apply a 5-fold cross validation training procedure for the determination of the number of neurons included in the hidden layer of the ANN model and multiple thresholds for data classification.
We use the information at period t in order to forecast the directional movement of next period's, t+1, closing price. The input variable sets used in the above forecasting methodologies are reported in Table 3 . Input Set 1 includes past values of the exchange rate and Input Set 2 includes the market sentiment as reflected in StockTwits posts. In
Input Set 3 we append the total posts per day to the predictors included in Input Set 2.
Input Set 4 includes input sets 1 and 2, while Input variable Set 5 includes variables of Sets 1 and 3. In other words we create all potential combinations of the regressors to identify the Input Variable Set with the highest forecasting accuracy. In order to examine potential delays in the transmission channel of market sentiment to the foreign exchange market we evaluate up to 10 lags (trading days) of all variables. The volume of "Bearish" and "Bullish" posts per day Input Set 3
The volume of "Bearish" , "Bullish" and total posts per day Input Set 4
Past values of the Exchange rate and the volumes of "Bullish" and "Bearish" posts per day Input Set 5
Past values of the Exchange rate, volumes of "Bullish", "Bearish" and total posts per day
The dataset is divided into two parts; the first part includes 200 daily observations from January, 2 to October, 16 and is used for training the models and in-sample-forecasting, while the second part spans the period October, 17 to December, 23 with 51 observations and is used for out-of-sample forecasting.
The USD/EUR Results
On Bearing in mind that the best forecasting model is the one which forecasts accurately and with consistency both in in-sample and in out-of-sample simulations, we select the best forecasting model and its configuration according to the best out-of-sample forecasting performance that deviates from the in-sample accuracy less than 10%. In this way we ensure that the selected model generalizes sufficiently and we avoid overfitting in either the in-sample or the out-of-sample dataset. Consequently, we conclude that the knn classifier with Input variables Set 3 exhibits the highest forecasting performance for the EUR/USD exchange rate. An interesting finding is that although the heuristic approach on traders' expectations (PM) does not exhibit the highest forecasting accuracy, it outperforms the RW model in out-of-sample forecasting and thus can be used efficiently in directional forecasting of the USD/EUR rate. Moreover, the lag structure of the best forecasting model (6 lags) is an indication of a delay in the tramsittion channel of market's expectation to the directional movement of the exchange rate. Note: * denotes out-of-sample forecasting accuracy for each methodology that deviates less than 10% from the in-sample performance. ** denotes the overall best forecasting performance.
Another interesting finding is that the set of regressors leading to the most accurate model for all methodologies except Logisitc Regression is either Input Set 2 or Input Set 3. This finding is an indication that microblogging can be used efficiently in directional forecasting of the USD/EUR. All models outperform the RW model and since Input Set 1 is the simple autoregressive model, we can reject even the weak form of efficiency in this exchange rate market.
The USD/JPY Results
On Table 5 we report the results for the USD/JPY exchange rate. Again the Logitboost classifier exhibits the highest in-sample accuracy with the variables of Ιnput Set 5, but the best out-of-sample performance is reported by the ANN methodology with the autoregressive Input Set 1. Overall, considering both the in-sample and the out-ofsample performance for all models, we conclude that the ANN model with Input Set 1 variables exhibits the best forecasting accuracy for the USD/JPY rate. Since the best forecasting model is the autoregressive one (outperforming the RW model), we reject once again the EMH even in its weak form. The PM model performs poorly for the entire dataset, so the direct application of the majority class of posts as an indicator for directional forecasting is not sufficient. Note: * denotes out-of-sample forecasting accuracy for each methodology that deviates less than 10% from the in-sample performance. ** denotes the overall best forecasting performance.
The USD/GBP Results
On Table 6 we report the results for the USD/GBP rate. Boosted decision trees trained with the Logitboost algorithm exhibit the highest in-sample accuracy, while the knn classifier reports the highest out-of-sample forecasting performance. Applying the aforementioned model selection methodology we conclude that the best forecasting model is a knn classifier with the variables of Input Set 3. All forecasting models with the autoregressive Input Set 1 outperform the RW model in out-of-sample forecasting, while the PM approach performs worse than the RW in the out-of-sample part. In contrast to the USD/JPY, we find a nine trading days delay in market sentiment as it is reflected on the exchange rate direction. Note: * denotes out-of-sample forecasting accuracy for each methodology that deviates less than 10% from the in-sample performance. ** denotes the overall best forecasting performance.
The USD/AUD Results
As we observe in Table 7 , the SVM model with Input Set 3 variables has the highest out-of-sample accuracy and overall is the best forecasting model for the USD/AUD rate. The autoregressive SVM model with Input Set 1 variables outperforms the RW model, while the PM approach performs poorly in the out-of-sample part. We again detect a significant delay in the transmission channel of market sentiment to the exchange rate directional movement. Note: * denotes out-of-sample forecasting accuracy for each methodology that deviates less than 10% from the in-sample performance. ** denotes the overall best forecasting performance.
Overall, no forecasting methodology outperforms consistently its competitors in all four exchange rates. Nevertheless, in every simulation the machine learning methodologies appear to perform better than the econometric Logistic Regression, the RW model and the PM approach. In the USD/EUR, USD/GBP and USD/AUD the best forecasting model is the one with the Input Set 3 variables, while in the USD/JPY the model with the highest forecasting performance is the autoregressive one. This finding implies that when the total daily volume of posts is used as an input variable of the model in comparison to the one with only the number of bearish/bullish posts (Input Set 2) the forecasting accuracy increases. We attribute this phenomenon to traders' attitude. When traders' anticipation for a future event is high we expect the volume of posts to be significant higher than in a routine trading day. Our models probably capture this alteration in traders' behavior through the examination of the total volume of posts, since it improves the forecasting accuracy. On the USD/JPY rate the identification of the autoregressive model as the most efficient one in forecasting, indicates that the certain market is less prone to traders' expectations and that the data generating mechanism should be address to its co-evolution with other markets (Plakandaras et al., 2013) .
All models based on information exchange through microblogging outperform the RW model and can be utilized in shaping profitable investment portfolios. The low forecasting efficiency of the direct application of the shaped market sentiment (PM approach) as a predictor indicates the inability to use such an approach as a technical analysis technique. Finally, in the USD/EUR, USD/GBP and the USD/AUD rates we detect a significant lag in the transmission channel of market expectations as they are reflected in StockTwits posts and the directional movement of the exchange rate market.
This finding indicates stickiness in the directional movement of the exchange rates and should be considered by traders.
Conclusions
We evaluate various forecasting methodologies considering alternative input variable sets in forecasting the four exchange rates with the highest daily trading volumes. In this study, instead of relying on order flows that is a common approach within the microstructural view of the financial markets, we focus on investors' sentiment as a possible predictor of the future evolution of exchange rates. As a proxy of investors' sentiment we use the StockTwits, a finance dedicated message board. Our empirical findings report that no methodology consistently outperforms the others, but overall Knn classifier, SVM and ANN exhibit higher forecasting ability than the econometric Logistic Regression. The weak form of efficiency is rejected for all exchange rates and thus private information exchanged in message boards shapes market expectations and drives exchange rates. Extending the work of Evans and Lyons (2002b) on the microstructural proposition of the foreign exchange market, traders' sentiment as reflected in publicly available microblogging could provide an additional informational path to order flow analysis for traders and policy makers.
